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Final Model Provider Agreements Posting
The final Model Provider Agreements for both the CCN-S and CCN-P models will be
posted today, August 30th at www.MakingMedicaidBetter.com. Many changes have
been made to the original drafts that were posted in June. Therefore entities should
carefully review the final agreements. A redline version in being made available to
assist with that comparison.
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The most current version of the CCN-P Policy & Procedures Guide will be posted
today August 30th, at www.MakingMedicaidBetter.com. As with the Model Provider
Agreements, many changes have been made to the draft that was posted in July and
entities should carefully review the current version of the Guide. A redline version is
being made available to assist with that comparison. The CCN-S Policy &
Procedures Guide is still being updated and will be posted later this week as
soon as the revisions are complete.

Request for Letter of Intent to Enroll as a CCN
The first step of the enrollment process is to send a Letter of Intent which includes
the name and contact information for the entity’s primary point of contact during the
enrollment process. Please Refer to Section 2 of the CCN-P Policy & Procedures
Guide. No other submissions need to be submitted with the Letter of Intent and
DHH is encouraging entities who intend to enroll as either a CCN-P or CCN-S to
submit their Letter of Intent as soon as possible.

DHH Review of CCN Provider Recruitment
Materials Review
DHH is requesting that Provider Recruitment materials be submitted to DHH for the
opportunity to review and comment. Some materials currently in circulation contain
inaccuracies, and this review is being providing as a courtesy so that CCNs can avoid
unintentional misrepresentation. In addition, these materials are prompting calls by
providers to DHH staff. Providing DHH with the materials being distributed will
support the successful implementation of CCN efforts for all parties. Further
information on the protocol for submitting provider recruitment materials can be
found in Section 12 of the CCN-P Policy & Procedures Guide.

